EMİN

ÖZKARA
TOUS ENSEMBLE !
ALLEMAAL SAMEN !
HEP BİRLİKTE !

A SUSTAİNABLE AND
ACCESSİBLE REGİON
With the preservation of our
environment t hrough responsible, sustainable, and circular development and access
for all to public services;

A PROSPEROUS REGİON
With the protection and wellbeing of workers, the aid and
support provided by public
authorities to the self-employed,
SMEs, traders, young dropouts
(NEETs) and innovations linked
to the economy;

A REGİON OF LİVİNG AND
BUİLDİNG TOGETHER
With the promotion and consideration of diversity, animal
welfare and the protection of
the fundamental freedoms of
citizens;

AN İNCLUSİVE REGİON

MY TOP

5 PRİORİTİES
PRIORITIES

With measures implemented
for vulnerable people, people
with disabilities, the elderly,
social recipients, the homeless,
newcomers and migrants, but
also the protection of our social
achievements;

A DİGİTAL REGİON
With the promotion of Digital
Public Spaces (EPN) accessible
to all, the fight against digital illiteracy and the transition of the
Brussels-Capital Region towards
a smart city-Region (Smart City)
that respects health.

MY ASSESSMENT
MORE THAN 1200 APPEALS AND
PARLİAMENTARY QUESTİONS!
I am the most active parliamentarian on the
file of "BUİLDİNG TOGETHER"!
I am for total decumulation and
for more transparency in politics
with binding sanctions!

LET'S CONTİNUE TO BUİLD TOGETHER, WİTH
RESPECT FOR OUR DİFFERENCES, THE BRUSSELS
REGİON OF TOMORROW WHİCH WİLL LEAVE
NOBODY BEHİND. BRUSSELS FOR EVERYONE!
Éditeur responsable : Emin ÖZKARA, 151 rue des Palais à 1030 Schaerbeek / Prière de ne pas jeter sur la voie publique.

TRANSPARENCY

Brussels-Capital is a city-Region
rich in its great diversity. Each
Brussels resident has the right
to speak and must be respected
in his/her/their difference/s.
Many of my parliamentary
questions are there to remind
us of this, and to remind us of
the values that unite us. "Let's
build together an inclusive
society and the Brussels Region
of tomorrow. No one should be
left behind! Brussels for all!"

On many occasions, I have
challenged the government
about the consequences of the
COVID-19 crisis to defend the
interests of the most vulnerable,
but also of our merchants and
entrepreneurs. My message
to the government: "we must
support the population and
entrepreneurs!" My message
to the population and to entrepreneurs: "I will continue to
defend, tirelessly, your interests
at regional and local level!"

I have been acting for years for
more transparency in politics.
Transparency in words is good,
transparency with concrete
actions is better! My parliamentary interventions around
transparency remind us: "Each
citizen must be able to access
information allowing him to
control public action. Good
governance is only possible
with access to information!"

ECONOMY-EMPLOYMENT

İNCLUSİON

ENVİRONMENT

The population of Brussels must,
as a priority, have access to
employment. Our neighbourhood and regional economies
must be supported by public
authorities and innovations.
Aware of this, "I ensure from
Parliament that the government
and public services respect
their commitments, support
and develop projects adapted
to the economic, social and
environmental challenges of
tomorrow!"

All citizens, able-bodied and
less able-bodied, have the
same opportunities and rights.
Inclusion goes through housing,
employment, health, sport,
culture, diversity, but also
through equity. Many are my
actions for an inclusive society
and to defend the interests of
the forgotten, the most fragile,
the oldest and our youth who
deserve respect and support!

The fight against global warming and its consequences is a
priority today. Private, public,
governments and citizens must
co-build solutions together for
a carbon neutral and greener
region. Responsibility, circularity, sustainability, exemplarity
and consistency are key
concepts that I convey in my
anti-pollution actions and for a
better quality of life.
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BUİLDİNG TOGETHER

ÖZKARA Emin
Brussels regional deputy since 2004
Municipal councillor in Schaerbeek LB list

MY NEXT CHALLENGES!

I will continue to strongly defend
democracy, the interests of minorities
and to protect the fundamental freedoms of every citizen, including the
freedom of worship guaranteed by
the Constitution, but also the right to
be able to eat Halal or Kosher!

I will continue to act and ensure
that the self-employed, SMEs and
young entrepreneurs are helped and
supported by public authorities, to
respond to social concerns and to
support solidarity actions and our
neighbourhood economies!

I will continue the fight for better
care for student disengagement (and
Neets) and to guarantee our diverse
and talented youth and the population
of Brussels a job, housing and above
all respect!

I shall go on tackling the obstacles
that compromise the participation of
people with disabilities in economic,
social, and cultural life and to fight so
that the entire population of Brussels
is listened to, respected, helped and
cared for as well as possible!

